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Executive summary
This report, developed by GPCA in collaboration with
Nexant, addresses the relationship of plastics with the
circular economy concept and helps to understand how
plastics can be better integrated into a new producereuse-recycle model that minimizes waste generation.
It also touches upon the global initiatives launched to
achieve a systematic shift towards a new plastic circular
economy.
To ensure continued business growth in a consumer
environment highly focused on sustainability, plastic resin
and conversion industries are altering their approach
to directly address growing customer demands for
environmentally conscious products. The report
provides examples of how plastic industries and retail
are pushing sustainability programs. It further outlines
different approaches to plastic sustainability in the plastic
conversion industries and highlights opportunities to
grow the recycling industry in the GCC.

Government policy will be a driving factor in efforts to
increase plastic sustainability, with various governing
bodies recognizing the need for specific measures on
plastic applications and promoting their reuse, recycle
and recovery by enabling the creation of a suitable
market environment. The report provides an overview
of recent legislations related to advancing the circular
economy globally as well as in the GCC. These include
the European Commission (EC)’s vision; China’s ban on
imports of certain types of solid waste; and UAE’s 2021
National Vision.
Emerging technologies like plastics-to-chemicals and
plastics-to-fuel have also been presented in this report
with the view to highlight the various opportunities
for energy recovery from plastics and conversion into
other high value materials. With more attention being
focused on creating a circular economy, new emphasis
is being put on conversion technologies which can
complement recycling. Chemical recycling and other
technologies will continue to be explored to process
uncommon packaging materials into new plastic
feedstock, while plastic to fuel technology has the added
advantage of being applied to plastics that cannot be
economically recycled, such as food contaminated
plastics, agricultural plastics, etc., while also benefitting
from the high calorific content in plastic. There has been
a significant recent development regarding the Paris
Agreement on climate change related to the reduction
of carbon emissions. This will have serious implications
on the recycling industry with 197 countries having
signed the accord. Abundant opportunities exist for GCC
countries to turn to recycling on a much larger scale to
achieve the agreed target of carbon emission cuts.

Key takeaways
• Leading consumer packaged goods companies
(CPG) have embraced sustainability, from setting
mid to long term goals to driving alignment with
business objectives. They focus on reducing the
consumption of avoidable packaging, increasing
the amount of recycled materials in packaging
and increasing the recyclability of packaging.
• To achieve a systematic shift towards a new
plastic circular economy, existing players in the
CPG, retail and automotive industry will need
to be guided by a collaborative and concerted
initiative that identifies the challenges and opportunities on the road ahead.
• Chemical recycling and other technologies will
continue to be explored to process uncommon
packaging materials into new plastic feedstock,
while plastics-to-fuel technology has the added advantage of being applied to plastics that
cannot be economically recycled, such as food
contaminated plastics and agricultural plastics.

• Concepts of sustainability will be an important part
of the government’s strategy in the GCC and its
interactions with the private sector. National
agendas already highlight the importance of
treating waste and reducing the total waste
generated. GCC authorities begin to understand
that plastics is a resource, and that there is a
tremendous potential for business in this part of
the world.
• There are many recycling units in the GCC
countries, but these facilities don’t have a 		
sufficient and constant flow of materials. There is
an urgent need to convince the GCC authorities to
respond; otherwise, we lose out on opportunities
to harness resources and generate employment,
revenue and prosperity.

Plastics in the
circular economy

Only 14% of plastic
packaging is recycled, with USD
80-120 billion plastic value lost
to the economy
Better product design can save up to

USD 140 for each ton of plastic
waste collected

Recycling 1 kg of plastics saves
2.5 kg CO2 emissions
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50% of plastic can be reused
and recovered through
chemical recycling
Additional 40% can be
brought back into the cycle
through mechanical recycling
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